The estimation of the cost of processing a query using a particular access path under a given physical organization has important applications in integrated database environments. When records in a file are stored in fixed-length physical blocks in secondary storage, and mechanisms are available whereby a query can be resolved without the accessing of all of the records, an important measure of the cost of using a particular access path is the number of blocks that have to be accessed in referencing the records of interest. In this paper, a general formula is derived for the expected number of blocks on which a random sample of r records from a file containing n records (which may be of arbitrary lengths, and which may extend across block boundaries) will reside. The specialization of this formula to the case of fixedlength records is discussed. An approximation to this formula which is highly accurate for a wide range of parameters and which can be computed very efficiently is also provided.
INTRODUCTION
The estimation of the cost of processing a query can serve two important purposes in a database system. Firstly, when the physical organization of the database is to be designed or tuned, it is essential that the expected cost of processing a given query under any proposed organization can be evaluated. Secondly, the provision of a query cost estimation facility can aid casual users in determining if the cost of processing a query is commensurate with the value of the information the query is expected to provide.
For present-day large databases that cannot fit into primary memory, the records in a physical file are usually grouped into fixed-length physical blocks, which constitute the units of transfer between primary and secondary memory. Under such an organization, the major cost component to the processing of a query is the number of blocks that have to be accessed in retrieving the set of records that are of interest. (Auxiliary access structures (e.g. secondary indices) are often maintained to directly identify the records of interest.) In this paper, we consider the problem of estimating the number of block accesses to retrieve the necessary records to resolve a query, given that r distinct records have to be accessed. We assume that the addresses of these r records are available and that we have direct access to blocks on which these r records reside.
Our analysis of block retrievals is based on the following model of the file and the query made to a file.
(1) Each record has equal probability of being selected; any subset of r records in the file are equally likely to be selected. This is not an unreasonable assumption for a file that is not sorted on some field(s). Even if the file is sorted or clustered based on values in some field(s), the set of records which satisfy a query which does not involve the sorted field(s) will be effectively unclustered. Since it is common to have records clustered on a primary t This research was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defence underARPAorderNo. N0O014-76-C0944. key field, the file is effectively unclustered for queries which involve only secondary key fields. (For an analysis on estimating access costs in sorted files, see Ref. 1.) (2) A record is not retrieved more than once. Once a record is selected from a block, the probability that another record is selected from the same block decreases, i.e. selection is without replacement. (3) A block is not accessed more than once. Once a block is accessed, all records selected from this block are accessible and hence it is not necessary to access the block again.
Previous studies 2 " 10 have considered such an estimation problem. However, they have all assumed that each block contains an integral number of records. When records are long, though, it may be desirable to split a record across block boundaries. (This is in fact done in practice.
11 ) The purpose of this paper is to derive a general block access formula that is valid even when records (possibly of unequal lengths) may cross block boundaries and when the number of blocks may not be integral, and to report an approximation to the derived formula for the case of fixed length records which is highly accurate for a wide range of parameters and which can be computed very efficiently. (When counting the number of records in a block, we will call a record which is not completely resident in the block and overlaps onto the next block a partial record. A record that is completely resident in the block is called a total record.)
For the rest of this paper, we will use the following notations. Let n = number of records in the file b h i=\,. . ., m = number of records that totally or partially reside in block i b = number of records that totally or partially reside in a block when all blocks contain the same number of total and partial records r = number of records to be retrieved Proof. The rth block in the file contains b t (total or partial) records and will have to be accessed unless none of these bi records is among those r records being accessed. The probability that the first record accessed does not come from the rth block is (n -b^/n. The probability that the second record accessed does not come from the rth block given that the first record accessed does not come from the rth block is
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In general the probability that none of the r records is selected from the rth block is r zl \n -bi -ft Cr bi Jn-r)\(n-6,)! = ,UL »-J J C " n\in-r-bi)\
The probability that any of the r records is selected from the rth block is 1 -(CS~rICS). Hence, the expected number of blocks accessed is the sum of the probability of each being accessed
In the rest of this section, we will specialize the block access expression to cases where the records of the file are of the same length and obtain formulas that are more applicable for block access estimation. The most general of these cases is where records overlap block boundaries and the last block in the file is not full. See Fig. 1 for an example of such a file. Since b is not integral, all blocks containing fragments of a record that spans more than one block need to be accessed when such a record is to be retrieved.
Let 5 be the block size and L be the record length. Also let b, the blocking factor, be a rational number When estimating the number of block access made to a file by A(n, b, r), we need to evaluate the expression Cb~r/Cg which is the probability that any particular block is not hit.
ft \ b 1
Cr (n-r)! 0.-6)1
CS ~ n\(n-r-b)\
Expression (3) is symmetric in r and b, and therefore requires on the order of min(r, b) multiplications and divisions for its computation. This may be too costly for practical purposes.
One approximation to Expression (3) (used in Refs 2, 4, 7, 15) is
We observe that this approximation is good when the number of records selected is a small fraction of the records in the file. If n » r, then n -/| O sisr-1 = »» ITi =o [I -bin-i] S (1 -blrif. In fact, if we assume oo and ft-»oo such that bin approaches a finite number, then n, b -« v^b n, fc-»«>j_
Intuitively, when n » r, the probability that a block gets hit {bin) is the same whether records that were previously hit are replaced or not, and hence the probability that any particular block not being hit by any of the r records is (1 -b/n) r . Note that Expression (4) is an upper bound to Expression (3) since selection is with replacement.
Another approximation to Expression (3) used by Waters 8 is
This approximation is good if n » b. Again, the argument follows along the same lines as the previous approximation. The probability that a record gets hit is rjn, and the probability that any group of b records (a block) not getting hit is (i -r/'nf. Again note that in the above approximation, the probability that a record gets hit is obtained by assuming previous hit records are replaced. Hence Expression (5) is also an upper bound to Expression (3). If n-* oo, and rnumber, then oo such that r/n approaches a finite (6) We also see that Eqn (6) is an upper bound to Expression (4) and hence an upper bound to Eqn (3). Table 1 compares the three approximations (4), (5) and (6) to Cr r /Cg.
All of the above approximations are special case approximations in that their accuracy depends on the existence of certain relationships among n, b and r. However, it would be useful to have an approximation that is valid for all values of n, b and r. The Stirling approximation to the factorial function provides us with such an approximation
Another approximation that we have found useful is to approximate the b factor product form of Eqn (3) by setting i to the average of the values over which it ranges.
This approximation is almost as accurate as the one using Stirling's approximation and is much easier to compute. Table 1 compares this approximation to all of the previous approximations. Column 4 gives the ratio of CZ~rioCg. Each of the remaining columns is the difference between Cg~r/Q and the indicated approximation, divided by CS~r/Q. Considering the accuracy (8) and its ease of calculation (which is a constant number of multiplications when put in the exponentiationlogarithmic form), we suggest using Eqn (8) for the computation of CS~rICg. 10  10  10  10  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  10Q  100  100  10002  5  5  5  10  10  10  20  20  20  2  2  2  2  10  10  10  10  50  50  50  50  100  100  100  100  2  2  2  2  2  5  5  5  5  5  10  10  10  10  10  50  50  50  50  50  100  100  100  100  100  500  500  500  500  500   2  4  2  4  2  10  50  2  10  50  2  10  50  2  10  50  2  10  50  250  2  10  50  250  2  10  50  250  2  10  50  250  2  10  50  250  1250  2  10  50  250  1250  2  10  50  250  1250  2  10  50  250  1250  2  10  50  250  1250  2  10  50 
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APPENDIX
Proof of lemma 1
Let the size of a block be 5 bytes and let the length of a record be L bytes. We will define a segment to be a unit of storage equal to gcd(5, L) bytes. A record consists of Z,/gcd(5, L) = q segments and a block consists of 5/gcd(S, L) = kq + p segments. Before we prove this lemma, we will first show that each of the q blocks in a complete cycle begins with a partial record (i.e. a record that is spilled over from the previous consecutive block) which is 0, or 1, ..., or q -1 segments long. Furthermore, no two blocks in the same cycle begin with partial records of the same length. Assume that this is not true and there exists blocks i andy (/ # J) such that they both begin with a partial record of s (Q <s <q -1) segments, and both are in the same cycle. Consider blocks / + X and j + X, where X = an integer such that Xp + s is divisible by q. Blocks i + X and./ + X both begin with a partial record of mod(X(kq + p) + s, q) = 0 segments, i.e. they both begin with a total record. They are also less than a cycle apart since blocks / and j were within the same cycle. But a cycle is by definition the number of blocks between two such blocks. Hence blocks i + X andy + X cannot be less than a cycle apart, a contradiction. Thus for each s = 0, ..., q -1, there is one and only one block in the cycle which begins with a partial record of s segments.
For a block to contain [b] + 1 (total or partial) records (i.e. for the block to be of type II), it must start with a partial record of 5 = 1, ..., p -1 segments. To see this, assume the first partial record of the block is of s segments (1 < s < p -1). Then there are kq + p -s segments remaining in the block. Since a record is of q segments, there will be k = \b\ total records and a partial record of p -s segments in the remainder of the block: a total of \b] + 1 records. (See Fig. 1.) Conversely, if the first record of the block is of p < s < q segments, then there are (k -1) q + q + p -s segments remaining in the block and there are k = [b\ total and partial records in the remainder of the block. Hence the block will be of type I.
Since one and only one block each with 5 = 1 , . .., p -1 segments occur in a complete cycle, we can conclude that there are p -1 type II blocks and hence q -p + 1 type I blocks in a cycle (for/? > 1).
If b is integral {p = 0, q = 1), then each block contains an integral number of records and a cycle consists of one block with b records.
Proof of lemma 2
To prove this lemma, we need some preliminary results. 
J>0
J<0
As stated earlier, a type II block must begin with a partial record of size s = 1,...,/? -1 segments. Assume there are a blocks in the last incomplete cycle of the file (0 < a < q since there are q blocks to a complete cycle). There will be a type II block that begins with a partial record of s segments in the last incomplete cycle if 
Proof of lemma 3
The number of integral blocks in the file is [n/b]. Hence the number of records that completely reside in these blocks is l^ln/fejj. Therefore, the number of records that totally or partially reside in the partially filled block is
